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Executive Summary 
 
 The purpose of Technical Assignment #2 is to investigate alternative structural floor 
systems for the existing hollow core plank system used in the Pearl Condominiums. After the 
investigation of these systems, a comparative analysis will be done to see which of these 
solutions are viable based on numerous economic, construction and structural criteria.  
 
Existing System: 
 
The existing floor system is comprised of a 10” Precast Concrete Plank with a ¾” concrete thick 
topping. Theses planks are supported by 8” metal stud bearing walls.  

 
Alternative Systems:  
 
Four alternative systems were investigated as 
alternative for Pearl Condominiums:   
 

1. Non-Composite Steel Framing 
2. Composite Steel Framing 
3.  Flex-Frame 
4. Precast Beam with Hollow Core 

Planks 
 
Conclusion: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

After analyzing the four alternative systems it has been determined that the existing floor 
system was the correct choice for Pearl Condominiums. The precast floor planks work well for 
use in long spans and the metal stud bearing wall type is easy to construct and is also used to 
resist lateral forces. 

 
During the analysis, the non-composite and the precast beams\ hollow core planks were 

found not to work as well in this situation as the other two alternative systems. This is the result 
from the higher total depths of the floors and the higher overall building weight for the 
foundation to support. From the four alternatives, the best system from my analysis was the Flex 
Frame system. 

 
 This system is similar to the original system, but with using the Flex Frame system, the 

floor plan is more flexible resulting from the elimination of the need for interior load bearing 
walls. With this system, the floor depths will be same depth as the precast concrete planks, 
similar to the original system. Compared to the other two steel alternatives, the amount of steel 
required for the flex frame is substantially less. With respect to the fourth option, the weight of 
the overall building will be less. Overall the Flex Frame system is an economic and efficient 
alternative to load bearing walls and precast planks. The Flex Frame system will be researched 
further for the use in the redesign of the building. 
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Introduction  

 
 Pearl Condominiums is a mixed use development housing including 10 retail 

units on the ground floor and 90 condominium units on the upper floors. The gross floor area is 
111,570 square feet and has 6 stories above grade. The zoning of the area is a C-4 Commercial 
zone. Design considerations for the site included the site location existing above a SEPTA 
commuter rail tunnel. 

 
In this report, the study will analyze a typical floor above the second level. On these 

levels the code required live load is 60 psf. This live load matches the engineer’s decision for the 
required live load for the project. The engineer also required a superimposed dead load of 25 psf 
accounting for partitions, MEP and flooring. This is a conservative dead load based on the code 
required for partitions is 12 psf. This results in 13 psf left for flooring and MEP, which usually 
can range from 3 to 8 psf depending on the type of flooring. These loads will be used in the 
analysis of the alternative systems throughout this report. 
 
Structural Codes: 

The applicable codes used for the analysis of the floor checked in this report are: 
• Building Code  

Philadelphia Building Code 2003. The Philadelphia Building Code 2003 is 
an adoption of the IBC 2003 with city amendments. 

• Structural Concrete 
ACI 318-02 Building Code Requirements for Structural Concrete 

• Concrete Masonry 
ACI 530-02 Building Code Requirement for Masonry Structures 

• Structural Steel 
American Institute of Steel Construction (AISC) 
Steel Construction Manual - Thirteenth Edition  

• Structural Cold Formed Studs 
Specification for the Design of Cold Formed Structural Members 
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Existing Structural Systems 
 
Foundations: 
 
 The primary support for the foundation is the use of drilled piers. The drilled pier option 
was performed, so the loads from the building would be transferred from the pier to the soil 
below the SEPTA commuter train tunnel. If a shallow foundation system was chosen, special 
precautions to not disturb the area around the tunnel would have been needed to be performed. 
The drilled piers range in size of diameter from 3’-0” to 3’-6” to 4’-0”. They also range in depth 
depending on the rock elevations in the area as described in the geotechnical report.  
 
 To help distribute the load to the drilled piers the use of grade beams was employed. 
They range in width from 12” to 40” and in depth from 18” to 30”. The slab on grade is 6” 
reinforced with 6x6 W2.9xW2.9 WWR over 6” crushed stone over 6 mil. Vapor retarder. (See 
Figure1) 
 

 
 

Figure 1 – South Side of Building Foundation Plan 
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Columns \ Load Bearing Walls: 
 
 The columns in Pearl Condominiums are used in two different types of loading. The HSS 
columns are used to take gravity loads, which occur at the ends of the building to support the 
precast concrete planks (Figure 2) and the Wide flange columns are used to resist lateral loads 
which occur on the ground floor in the moment frames (Figure 3)  
 

 
Figure 2 – HSS Columns at the south end of the building 
 

 
Figure 3 –Wide Flange Columns at the south side of the building 
 

The interior bearing walls are comprised of 8 inch metal studs that are spaced at 12 
inches and 16 inches on center depending on the floor location of the wall. (See Figure 4)  
 

 
Figure 4 – Metal Stud Bearing Wall Schedule 
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Floor System: 
 
 The floor system for level 2 thru 6 is comprised of a 10” Precast Concrete Plank with a 
¾” concrete thick topping. (See Figure 5) The concrete strength of the precast plank is f’c equals 
5,000 psi.   
 

 
Figure 5 – Section Properties of Precast Planks 
  

Level two acts as a transfer level, which requires the use of wide flange beam (W36). 
These transfer beams eliminate the need for load bearing walls to distribute the load to the 
foundations. The result of having these elements increases the available floor area for the retail 
units. (See Figure 6) 
 

 
Figure 6 – Transfer Beams located on the Second Floor. 
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Typical Floor Plan 
 
 As shown in Figure 7, Pearl 
Condominiums shape and layout of the 
space is symmetric. This lends itself to the 
idea of using a structural system that is uses 
repetition in the design of the floor system.  
The floor system consisting of precast 
planks and metal stud bearing walls can 
easily duplicated from floor to floor. 
 
 Some of the pros with respect to 
using the precast planks and metal stud 
bearing walls are the easier connection types 
between the members. This is the result of 
using screws to connect the studs together 
into a wall. Also with the easier connections 
the time of construction is shorter because of 
the ease of building the metal stud bearing 
walls. The wall construction is the same 
from floor to floor with an exception to the 
size of the metal stud and spacing. The 
construction of the floors can continue in 
any weather because the structural elements 
are all at their full strength when they reach 
the site, since they are prefabricated.  
 
 Some of the cons with this flooring 
system are the limitability of the interior 
bearing walls, once their position is set it 
will be hard to change their location without 
affecting the other load bearing walls.  
Another one is the quantity of the metal 
studs required to create these load bearing 
walls, the higher the quantity of studs the 
higher the cost.   
 
 Overall this type floor system is 
economic and efficient type of construction. 
There is also a typical bay framing figure in 
the Appendix page A1. 
 

             
Figure 7 – Upper Floor Plan 
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Lateral Resisting System:  

  
The Lateral System in the building is 

comprised of three types: concrete masonry 
unit (cmu) shear walls, moment frames and 
metal stud shear wall. (See Figure 8) 

 
The concrete masonry unit shear 

walls are used around the elevator and 
stairway towers. These walls range from 
thickness of 10” in the stair areas and 12” in 
the elevators. The strength of the concrete 
masonry units (f’m) range from 1500 psi to 
2000psi and 3000psi depending on the area 
they are used in.  

 
The stair tower cmu walls end on the 

second floor, which results in the use of 
moment frames on the first floor to transfer 
the loads from the cmu shear walls on the 
second floor to the foundation below. 
 
 The metal stud shear walls are 
composed of 8” metal studs varying in 
thickness. The two heights of the studs are 
13’-8” and 9’-0”.  Metal diagonal straps 
connected by #12 screws to the metal studs 
and 7/8” diameter anchor bolts connected 
through different boot types help to resist 
the lateral forces applied to the metal studs. 
The metal studs are covered by gypsum wall 
board. 
 

 
Figure 8 –Lateral Resisting System Present 
in Pearl Condominium 
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Alternative #1: Non-Composite Steel Framing 
 
Designed Used: RAM 
 
 The first framing system considered was a non-composite steel framing system. This 
system consists of a 4” normal weight concrete slab placed on a 2 inch UF2X 20 Gauge Form 
Deck. The spacing of the beams was controlled by the allowable span of the deck for the 
required loading. (See Appendix page A2 for span condition and total allowable load)  The 2 
inch metal deck can span 6 feet in a two span condition. See Figure 9 for framing plan of this 
floor system
 
 Some of the pros for this system are 
the time for erection of the steel structure is 
quicker than the original system. With the 
non-composite system the requirement for 
the interior bearing walls will not be present. 
The connections required for the assembly 
of the system will be less than the metals 
stud bearing wall system. The construction 
of a floor does not have to wait for the floor 
below it to be completed.  
 
 Some of the cons of this system are 
the material cost increase because of the 
increase in member depth, size and quantity.  
The system will also require that the beams 
and columns be covered with fireproofing. 
There will also be an increase in lead time 
for the steel compared to the concrete. With 
the removal of the metal stud walls, the 
lateral forces will now have to be resisted in 
another way. This can be resolved by the 
implementation of moment connections 
from columns to beams to transfer the loads 
or by the creation of braced frames. The 
latter suggestion will then limit that area’s 
open floor plan.  
 
 The impact of this proposed system 
on the current foundation will be the 
increase in overall building weight for the 
foundation to support. The location of the 
columns may require the addition of drilled 
piers. 

 
 
Figure 9 – Non-Composite Framing 
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Alternative #2: Composite Steel Framing 
 
Designed Used: RAM 
 
 The Second framing system considered was a composite steel framing system. This 
system consists of a 6” normal weight concrete slab placed on a 3” LOK-Floor 20 Gauge Form 
Deck. (See Appendix page A3 for span condition and total allowable load) The 3 inch metal 
deck can span 6 feet in a two span condition. See Figure 10 for framing plan. The composite 
action is facilitated by ¾”Ø shear studs with length 4.5 in. 
 

Some of the pros for the composite 
steel framing consist of the flexural added 
resistance from the use of shear studs. The 
depths and the weights of the steel beams 
are reduced with respect to the non-
composite system. Vibration issues within 
this system are reduced. An open floor plan 
will be created by the elimination of the 
need for interior load bearing walls. Also on 
the ground floor the concrete masonry load 
bearing walls will be eliminated, which will 
increase the area of retail space.  

 
Some of the cons of this system are 

the required additional fireproofing for the 
beams and columns. Another one is the 
increased lead time for steel compared to 
concrete.  The cost of construction will be 
increased because of the additional time and 
materials needed to install the shear studs. 

 
Regarding the change to the lateral 

system by removing the metal stud shear 
walls, the steel frames will know have to 
help resist the lateral forces by the concept 
of moment frames or braced frames. Also 
with the increased weight aspect the seismic 
force will be increased. 

 
The foundation will now have a 

greater building weight to support; this may 
need to be resolved by adding more drilled 
piers or increasing the size of the grade 
beams and drilled piers.  
 
 

 
 
Figure 10 – Composite Framing 
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Alternative #3: Flex Frame System 
 
Designed Used: RAM and STRESCON Product Specifications  
 
 The Third framing system considered was the use of a Flex Frame System. This system is 
comprised of a unique steel beam (D-beam), whose top flange is smaller than the bottom and the 
depth is the same as the precast plank’s depth. The concept of the two elements having the same 
height helps to create an even floor elevation. For the sizing of the beam elements, a wide flange 
beam was chosen to simplify the design. If the flex frame system is chosen for the system to be 
used in the redesign of the building the beams will be analyzed using the D-beams. See Figure 11 
for the framing design and Appendix page A4 for Strescon precast plank information. 
 

Some of the pros for this system 
consist of lower costs, low floor to floor 
height, and fast erection. The prefabrication 
of the two elements, the steel and the precast 
concrete are done under controlled 
conditions. The construction can be done 
under most weather conditions. The 
elimination of the interior load bearing walls 
because of the new system will increase the 
flexibility of an open floor plan.   

 
 Some of the cons for this flex frame 
system are the increase in required area need 
to stage the steel and precast planks on the 
site. The cost for the D-beams will be higher 
than for the typical wide flange beam sizes 
because of the unique section size. The 
required time on site of construction 
equipment to lift the precast planks and steel 
members will be increased than just for 
placing the precast planks for the original 
system. The transportation cost will be 
increased because of the addition of steel 
members. 
 
 The overall building weight will be 
lighter than the previous two alternatives, 
which will reduce the seismic forces. To 
resist the lateral forces the use of braced 
frames can be used. The foundations may 
not change much from the original system 
just the location of some of the drilled piers. 
 

 
 
Figure 11 – Flex Frame System 
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Alternative #4: Precast Beams and Hollow Core Planks 
 
Designed Used: PCI Handbook Sixth Edition 
 
 The Fourth framing system considered was a combination of precast beams and hollow 
core planks. This system is composed of precast columns, L-shape and inverted t-shape beams, 
and hollow core planks. The hollow core planks span 17’ with a depth of 10” and a 2” concrete 
topping. The added 2” of concrete will allow for the top of the planks to be flush with the precast 
beams. The concrete columns required will need to be a minimum dimension of 8” by 8” 
reinforced by (4) #5 bars for vertical reinforcing. See Figure 12 for framing plan. See Appendix 
for loading specifications and sizes chosen for precast beams and planks.    
 

The pros for this system are no 
added fireproofing required. The vibration 
action with this system is minimal. Open 
floor plans are gained with use of precast 
beams compared to stud bearing walls. 
There is a minimal amount of formwork and 
shorting required.  The lateral stiffness of 
the building will be increased by the relative 
stiffness of concrete.  

 
The cons for this system are longer 

lead time than typical concrete construction. 
The required depth of the precast concrete 
beams (24”) is deeper than required for steel 
construction (11-7/8”).  
 

The lateral effect of this system is in 
the increase in weight, which will increase 
in seismic shear force. To resist the lateral 
forces applied, they will have to be 
distributed into the beams and columns 
which will cause them to be designed for 
both gravity and lateral loads.  

 
The foundations will have a higher 

load compared to the original and the other 
three alternatives. This will increase the size 
of grade beams and drilled piers to support 
this added gravity force. 

 
 

Figure 12 –Precast Option Framing 
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Comparison & Conclusion  
 

Criteria  Hollow Core 
Planks\Metal 

Stud Wall 

Non-
Composite

Composite Flex Frame 
System 

Precast 
Beams\ 

Hollow Core 
Planks 

Cost/SF 18.12 20.30 21.65 19.55 22.35 
Slab Depth 10-3/4” 4” 6” 10-3/4” 12” 
Total Depth 10-3/4” 21-7/8” 19-3/4” 11” 24” 
Added Fire 
Protection 

Yes Yes Yes Yes No 

Vibration 
Issue 

Average Average Average Average Above 
Average 

Long Lead 
Time 

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Form Work No No No No No 
Construction 

Difficulty 
Easy Easy Medium Easy Easy 

Fast Erection 
Time 

No Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Foundation 
Impact 

- Yes* Yes* Yes* Yes 

Lateral 
System Effect 

- Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Viable 
Solution 

- No Yes Yes Yes 

 
* With steel construction, the building weight has the possibility for a reduced building weight 
 
Conclusion: 
 
 After analyzing the four alternative systems it was clear that the existing floor system was 
the correct choice for Pearl Condominiums. The precast floor planks work well for use in long 
spans and the metal stud bearing wall type is easy to construct and is also used to resist lateral 
forces.  
 
 From the four alternatives, the best system from my analysis was the Flex Frame system.  
This system is similar to the original system, but with using the Flex Frame system, the floor 
plan is more flexible because of the elimination of the need for interior load bearing walls. With 
this system, the floor depths will be same depth as the precast concrete planks, similarly like the 
original system. Compared to the other two steel alternatives, the amount of steel required for the 
flex frame is substantially less. With respect to the fourth option the weight of the overall 
building will be less. Overall the Flex Frame system is an economic and efficient alternative to 
load bearing walls and precast planks.  
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Appendix 
 

Typical Bay Framing 
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USD - UF2X Metal Form Deck 
 

 
 

 
 
The form deck that was selected is USD – 2 inch UF2X 20 Gauge Form Deck Double Span 
Condition 6feet with uniform total allowable load of 224 psf. 
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USD – 3” LOK-Floor Deck 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
The floor deck that was selected is 3” LOK-Floor 20 Gauge Form Deck Span 9 feet and 6 inch 
concrete slab with uniform total allowable load of 335 psf. 
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10” Precast Plank from STRESCON 

 
 

 
 
The precast plank that was selected is 10”, designation 10S148 with a span of 34 feet and with a 
uniform total allowable load of 109 psf. 
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Alternative #1: Non-Composite Steel Framing 

 
Beam Calculation: 
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Alternative #2: Composite Steel Framing 

 
Beam Calculation: 
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Alternative #3: Flex Frame System 

 
Beam Calculation: 
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Alternative #4: Precast Beams and Hollow Core Planks 
 

Hollow Core Planks 
Loading 
Span – 17’ 
Superimposed Dead Load – 25 psf 
Live Load Maximum – 80 psf 
Total Required Load – 1.2(25) +1.6(80) = 158psf  
Therefore the depth of the precast plank is controlled by the depth for the precast plank to frame 
into the precast beams of 12”. 
10” Precast Plank Selected – 48-S 
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Alternative #4: Precast Beams and Hollow Core Planks 
 

L-Shape Precast Beam 
 

Loading 
Span – 30’ 
Superimposed Dead Load – 25 psf 
Live Load Maximum – 60 psf 
Total Required Load – 1.2(25) +1.6(60) = 126psf  
Tributary width – 8’-6” 
Weight transferred to L-shape beam – 126psf * (8’-6”) = 1071 plf 
H1 equals 12”, which is determined from Inverted T-shape beam to create a flush floor height  
L-Shape Selected - 20LB24 
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Alternative #4: Precast Beams and Hollow Core Planks 
 

Inverted T-Shape Precast Beam 
 

Loading 
Span – 30’ 
Superimposed Dead Load – 25 psf 
Live Load Maximum – 60 psf 
Total Required Load – 1.2(25) +1.6(60) = 126psf  
Tributary width – 17’ 
Weight transferred to L-shape beam – 126psf * (17’) = 2142 plf 
Inverted T-Shape Selected - 281T24 
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